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Chernenko in intensive care, British newspapers report

Associated Press

LONDON: British newspapers reported yesterday that Soviet President Konstantin Chernenko is being treated in the intensive care unit of a private Kremlin hospital, and may relinquish power due to deteriorating health.

Western diplomats, contacted by The Associated Press in Moscow said they had not heard any such reports, although most said they believe the 75-year-old Chernenko is ailing.

The Sunday Times, quoted "unofficial reports" as saying Chernenko, who has not been seen in public since last Dec. 8, "is likely to become the first Soviet leader to step down voluntarily."

Another newspaper, The Express, carried a report that said Chernenko "has become so ill he may be forced to resign."

The newspapers did not say what their sources were, or how they obtained their information.

The Sunday Times said the ruling Politburo already has approved a plan to replace Chernenko with 53-year-old Gorbachev, widely believed to rank second in the Kremlin hierarchy.

"Under this plan, Gorbachev would take over the post of general secretary of the Communist Party, but would not necessarily assume the ceremonial title. Indeed some sources say Chernenko could continue to hold this job while stepping down as effective leader," the newspaper said.

Konstantin Chernenko

It said any such decision would be made at a meeting of the Communist Party Central Committee next month.

A senior Western diplomat in Moscow told AP on Friday that Soviet officials have acknowledged that Chernenko has been ailing during the past four weeks.

The diplomat said he had no firm information about the exact nature of his illness. However, Chernenko is widely thought to be suffering from emphysema. According to The Sunday Times, Chernenko's health has deteriorated sharply in the past week. The newspaper said Chernenko's doctors are looking after him in the intensive care unit of a private Kremlin hospital, and that "his respiratory illness, including emphysema, has now been complicated by cardiac deficiencies."

"Observers reckon his illness is now irreversible and it is thought that this view has been firmly expressed by the doctor in charge of the president, believed to be an outstanding Czechoslovak specialist," The Sunday Times said. "Despite prolonged illnesses, Chernenko's two predecessors, Yuri Andropov and Leonid Brezhnev, died in office. Rumors of their impending resignations also circulated in Moscow during the last months of their lives."


Pope condemns abortion, divorce in visit to South American cities

Associated Press

MARACAYBO, Venezuela — Latin music greeted Pope John Paul II as he stepped off his plane yesterday in this steamy South American oil center beside the Caribbean. Posters read: "Our Sun Is More Radiant With Your Presence."

Earlier, he condemned abortion, sterilization and divorce as a Mass in the capital of Caracas before hundreds of thousands who endured stifling heat in this nominally Roman Catholic country.

The pope's visit is expected to draw millions to Caracas and the others stops on his South American tour, which begins March 31 and ends April 7.

John Paul has expressed concern over Latin America's population explosion and his visit comes just as the Vatican announced a new law preventing doctors from performing abortion.

The pontiff said he was aware of "the tragic results" of such an explosive growth and said the "problem of abortion must be faced with new courage and determination."

Venezuela's two largest newspapers said the pope will leave a "cold impression" in Caracas as he is not expected to "speak much or long, if at all, about Latin America."

The papers noted that he planned to visit only two cities and that Caracas is "not really the center of Latin America." They also said he had "neglected" Latin America in his previous foreign trips.

The pope said his main concern this visit was "humanity, peace and justice."

The Associated Press

Pope John Paul II listens to the national anthem of Venezuela as he arrives at the airport in Caracas on Saturday. The pope will tour South American countries for 11 days. Story above.
In Brief

Keenan Revue ticket distribution will take place tomorrow in the following locations: Saint Mary's O'Laughlin Auditorium box office at 4:00 and the Chautauqua ballroom at Notre Dame at 4:30. There is a two-ticket maximum per student. — The Observer

The first airdrops of food to famine victims in a remote area of Ethiopia were rated by a U.N. official yesterday as an "extraordinarily good performance." Kurt J diversion, U.N. assistant secretary general for emergency operations, said British and West German aircraft dropped pallets of grain and other food. "It is expen sive but feasible to reach people where there are no roads," he said. Relief officials say many Ethiopians suffering the effects of drought are not being reached by other relief efforts, partly because of rough terrain. -AP

Former street gang members in Chicago will staff a 24-hour hotline to help other youths who want to escape the violent, drug ridden lifestyle of the city's gangs, say spokesmen for a newly formed youth organization. "A Way Out," a program to help gang members break free of their own violent way of life, was started by more than 100 former gang members who are calling for an end to gang-related violence, said Tony Brown, 19. "I have to know more than a hundred people that got killed; I've been to at least 100 funerals," Brown said Saturday. "Let people know the killing has to stop." -AP

A group in Tampa, Fla., that contends the English language is losing ground in Florida is launching a campaign for a state constitutional amendment that would redress the use of Spanish in official dealings with the state government. U.S. English, which claims 70,000 members, is opening its drive today to have the measure placed on the 1986 ballot. The measure would eliminate Spanish on driver's and occupational tests and to cut back on bilingual requirements in government activities. According to the 1980 census, 3 percent of Florida's population could not speak English well or at all and 12.4 percent spoke another language at home.

School for the homeless signs up for:

Weather

Pardly sunny today with possible flurries in the mid-morning. Clear and very cold tonight with a low of 5-10 above zero. -AP

Hit the slopes with the Student Activities Board. There will be an informational meeting for ski trip to Winter Park, Colo., tomorrow night. Attendees will have to sign up for the trip to be able to attend. -The Observer

Of Interest

Hit the Slopes

Sign Up For:

WEDNESDAY LUNCH FAST

On Campus

give forms

Off Campus

sign up at C.S.C.

deadline: Tuesday, Jan. 1

ND/SMC have more at stake than a free MTV concert

Anne Monaszyriski
Saint Mary's Editor

Because Notre Dame and Saint Mary's students are a concentration of prime candidates and none suspects he or she will get MS, students should be anxious to help in the fight to discover the unknown cause of the disease and the cure. The National Multiple Sclerosis Society provides the funds for research, patient services, public education and professional education. Students government in conjunction with student activities is organizing the MTV sponsored benefit and the proceeds will be donated to NMS.

Plans for the fundraiser were announced in December 1984 which involves a contest among 16 Midwestern colleges to raise the largest amount of money. The grand prize is a free three-week trip to the MTV sponsored concert by one of the top five rock groups as determined by MTV. The contest will be broadcast on national TV.

With the spirit of competition alive and well at Saint Mary's and Notre Dame, the three-week contest should be cake-walk (even though we are one of the smallest schools involved) especially considering some of the fundraising events planned.

The drive begins with the Feb. 9 Kick Off Video Dance, which will feature quarter beers for those who are 21 or older, though everyone is invited. Tickets go on sale Wednesday at the dining halls and tickets beaters at the dance will receive an all expense paid trip to Florida for Spring Break.

Tickets will be sold for a free-throws contest during the half of the Syracuse game. The winner out of 10 contestants who get the most out of 10 free-throws wins tickets for the N.C.A.A. tournament.

Only a couple of the several events planned are mentioned here but the beauty of the fundraiser is that it is a continuous struggle of ND/SMC students to improve social life.

Are you a Junior?
Are you planning to apply to Health Professional Schools??

Attend a meeting to discuss the preliminary application procedures for the 1985-86 year. Also, there will be discussion of the AMCAS and AADSAS application, changes in the 1985 MCAT testing procedures, timing for application process, appraisals, schools, statistics, and autobiographies.

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 30, 1985
127 Niehaus and Science Hall
7:00 p.m.

Please make every effort to attend!!

NOTRE DAME AVE. APTS.
ROOMATES NEEDED!

Boy and Girl Needed

Call office 3-6 DAILY
233-6647
SMC parents' weekend payment due by Feb. 6

By LUCY KAUFMAN
News Staff

According to Maureen Erny, student chairwoman of the event, about 60 students and their parents have signed up so far. After registration on Friday afternoon, there will be a sophomore class talent show where students and their parents will enjoy a dinner and dance at the Center in South Bend. The weekend will conclude on Sunday morning with a brunch at the Saint Mary’s dining hall.

A Resounding Tinkle

University of Michigan students Tim Grimm and Mary Jeffries act in the comedy A Resounding Tinkle. The play was one of two one-act comedies presented by the University of Michigan’s Ensemble Theatre on Friday and Saturday nights.

Reagan prepares to slash deficit

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — President Reagan, standing firm against major cuts in military spending plans, is stepping up the pace of his meetings with lawmakers one week before he submits a budget aimed at slashing the federal deficit by $50 billion. Reagan will kick off a busy schedule by conferring today with Republican members of the tax-writing Senate Finance and House Ways and Means committees and then with members of the House Republican whip organization. Tomorrow, he has private meetings with members on his schedule and will dine with freshmen members and their spouses in the evening. Wednesday and Thursday, he has sessions planned with members of congressional committees. White House spokesman Larry Speakes said, "Mostly he is meeting with money committees to talk about the budget.

Reagan’s budget is scheduled for submission to Congress on Feb. 4 and is expected to contain a deficit of about $180 billion after $50 billion in spending cuts. Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger has agreed to trim $8.7 billion from a proposed $286 billion Pentagon budget, but many Senate Republicans say this is not enough.

Senate Majority Leader Robert Dole, R-Kan., said last week Weinberger’s unwillingness to compromise was jeopardizing efforts to come up with significant deficit reductions. Dole said many Senate Republicans felt it would be almost impossible to win support for freezing such domestic programs as Medicare, Medicaid and Social Security so long as Weinberger chose to “sit out” the budget trimming negotiations.

Subway holdups drop since Goetz incident

Associated Press

NEW YORK — The number of subway holdups dropped sharply after Bernard Goetz allegedly shot four youths Dec. 22, but officials disagree over whether the events were related.

Goetz was indicted Friday on charges of illegal weapon possession stemming from the shootings, which left one of the youths paralyzed. The youths reportedly confronted Goetz on a subway train and asked for $5. About 145 robberies occurred in the subways in each of the two weeks before the incident, police records show, but only 83 occurred in the week following the shooting. For the first three weeks of December, the records show a 4 percent increase in subway robberies over the same period in 1983, Meenan said.

But in the month following the shooting, robberies were down 8 percent compared with a year earlier. Felonies overall dropped less than 0.5 percent.

The Observer

The independent student newspaper serving Notre Dame and Saint Mary’s is accepting applications for the following position:

Assistant Saint Mary’s Editor

Submit applications to Anne by February 7, 1985 at the SMC Observer office. For more information, call 239-5303.

The Observer experience necessary.

The Knights of the Castle

Men’s Hair Styling at its finest...

minutes from campus!
Viewpoint

Armageddon pie makes mankind’s dessert menu

Two weeks ago, I traveled to Los Angeles for a job interview. After checking into the local Marriott I decided to eat up and dine in the hotel’s pool restaurant. Alone, I was offered the choice of dining by myself or with the hotel manager at the cap. lant table, of which complementary food served.

David G. Grote

speaking out of turn

Feeling somewhat adventurous, anxious for company, and thirsty, I joined the hotel manager, a Pakistani man with a pleasant eastern accent named Naum Mazir. Seated with him was a well-traveled RCA business executive named James Denton. After the normal introductions and small talk the following allocution on man’s destiny ensued.

Denton: Mr. Mazir, my friend, I find myself near the end of a long career in business. I have seen much of the world. I have seen violence and moral decay. I see the threat of nuclear destruction bilowing dark over the world and ask myself is there something I can do, something that will make a difference in the future of our world.

Mazir: Well I do not know - maybe Denton: Young man, this gentleman here is from Pakistan. He was a young man when Pakistan was partitioned from India. He has seen much of the world and much of his country.

Mazir: When I was a boy, there was much violence in India between Moslem’s and Hindu’s. When Pakistan was created it traveled by train with my family, and with other Moslem’s to Pakistan. Everyone on the train feared for their lives. There had been reports that Moslem’s were being slaughtered at train stations along many of the routes.

At each station we waited, hearts beating fast, praying for the train to continue, praying for our lives to be spared. Our train was the last to make it to Pakistan. All the people on the train behind us were killed. In all, some two to three million Moslem’s were massacred.

Denton: The Moslem and Hindu could not live in peace. For the world to survive we must be able to live together - but that is not our world. Senseless killing continues.

Mazir: Yes, there is much hatred in the world, too many people unwilling to try.

Denton: Well, I have no choice but to agree with you friend.

Mazir: Me. I have been listening to you two gentlemen for some time now. And I realize that both of you have had experiences that I cannot even imagine. But I refuse to believe that people will choose to destroy the world. The Russian people want peace just as much as the American people.

Denton: Have you ever been to Russia?

Mazir: Yes, I have.

Denton: Have you ever been to Russia?

Mazir: No, I have not been there.

Denton: I’ve been there. In fact I’ve been there several times, and, young man, I know that the Russian people will believe whatever their government wants them to believe. It is shame. But it’s true and there is nothing we can do to change that.

Mazir: Fine, but I don’t think that man’s future is hopeless.

Denton: Alright, what do you think will change things. What do you see that we will see our world.

Mazir: Well, my hope is rooted in my interpretation of Christ’s message.

Denton: How do you interpret his message?

Mazir: I think that Christ saw man’s potential for cruelty and man’s potential for self destruction. He came to transform the standards of society. He showed us that the peace thought only to accompany death could come from within ourselves. That the kingdom of God was not a place for dead people. The kingdom of God is the understanding of the power of love and selflessness and the advancement of that understanding is worth sacrificing for. For Christ, the salvation of man was worth dying for.

Denton: But look at the world, my young man. Is that advancement taking place? There are wars today reflecting the traditions of centuries of hatred. Who will bring about this change? Have you anything I have done anything. No. If our world remains the same it will eventually explode.

Mazir: May be. Perhaps if you and I tried to change things something would be accomplished. Maybe we are all sitting idly in restaurants waiting for our Armageddon pie. But I know admitting defeat can only further the probability of our destruction.

Denton: If you feel that way, that’s great. I wish I agreed with you but I’m afraid I can’t. I don’t think we can make a difference.

Mazir: Mankind finally has the tools for its own destruction and is standing at the edge, ready to jump.

Soon we were joined by another guest and the normal introductions and small talk were needed resisting. As the conversation drifted to the subject of faith in our world, I prayed that God would hear and prayed for the strength to change what I could.

David G. Grote is the Viewpoint editor at The Observer and a senior electrical engineering major at Notre Dame.

Examining ourselves in light of clinic bombings

Last October, during the religion in politics forum, I wrote an article titled “Drawing the Abortion Holocaust Analogy.” What prompted me to write the article was the logical correlation that I saw between what some abortion opponents on campus were saying and the then solitary incident of an abortion clinic bombing. What those opponents were saying was that abortion was analogous to the Holocaust. In my article, I rigorously applied this Holocaust analogy to abortion, implying that if the analogy did fit, then just as the Germans who committed the Holocaust are guilty, those who are responsible to abortion are guilty. But I did not equate abortion with the Holocaust.

And, in as much as the Women’s Pavilion is still standing, it seems that those who equated abortion with the Holocaust do not really equate the two either.

But if abortion is not the widespread murder that the Holocaust was, what kind of murder is it? Is it as different as the Holocaust was to other genocides? Yes, it seems, that those of us most opposed to abortion seem compelled to stand by and watch it happen. Or in abortion murder at all. Is it, in fact, a very complex, conflicting, and painful issue that has so far defied all such thinking and inflammatory attempts to oversimplify it? Or is it the sad truth that we who are opposed to abortion are really only moral equilibrists, unable to find the courage in our hearts to defend innocent, helpless human life.

These, it seems to me, are some of the crucial questions raised by the issue of abortion. But, supposing, these are precisely the kinds of questions being raised by people on either side of the issue. Any intelligent and, in the end, fruitful discussion of abortion must start with these questions and with an honest exploration of one’s own position.

I do not mean to equate abortion with the Holocaust or, as a recent “Notre Dame Lioness Bulletin” did, to call it “a real parallel” for which we all are responsible. What are the implications of these positions? Can one defend all of them? And if not, what? One possibility may be that deep down people do not find their positions tenable, in which case it would seem logical to find a more suitable ones. Another possibility may be that their positions are correct, but that a lack of conviction prevents them from acting on the dictates of those positions. The point is that unless one really examines his own position, he will not know.

The journalist and author Walter Lippman once said that “Many a time I have wanted to stop talking and find out what I really believe.” It seems to me that the great abortion clinic bombings have provided us with an opportunity to take a good, hard look at what we really believe.

Vernon Marchal

afterwords

If you have an opinion, why not share it?

If you would like to respond to something you’ve read in The Observer, why not write a letter to the editor. Letters should be well written, typed, no more than 350 words in length and must bear the signature of the author. Letters which are not signed by the author will not be published. Letters to the editor can be mailed to The Observer, P.O. Box 40, Notre Dame, Ind. 46556, At Lafayette Student Center or our Notre Dame Office in Bigio College Center.

The Observer reserves the right to edit all letters submitted. The Viewpoint department for publication.
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passage about past holiday seasons and Notre Dame's sense of tradition, the letter eventually got around to its soft-pedaled request for cash.

The letter bothers me for several reasons. In my parents' eyes, we are Notre Dame and we would want any more money than the ten thousand dollars a year that my and other parents are already paying this institution. If parents are unable or have chosen not to put their children through college, they would also almost surely be opposed to donating money for that college's "improvement." Let us not think that because students are parents are able to make some sort of contribution to Notre Dame. Where does this money go? When is it supposed to be used? How is it reasonable to donate money to a university with a so-called financial aid program and no academic scholarships? Are the University's programs run in its edifices or in its students and faculty? The letter claims that the University's educational vision is one in "values leading to meaning in facts." In my mind, the University of Notre Dame has become the face of finite, financial solidarity: a university that has a large enrollment is a university that stays in business. One would think that Notre Dame would begin to become aware of the values that accompany this fact; instead of using the interest drawn from its investments for the betterment of Notre Dame, however, the University continues to cater to the financial interest. Like Ahab in "Moby Dick," there is a time at which one remembers the real purpose of the University, namely, whether it be collecting whale oil or donuts.

The most hypocritical element of the letter my parents received is the idea found in the solicitation for the former president, Rodrigo Carazo's history of treachery in Costa Rica. It is sad to read that Father Malloy and Pro-Fonda were able to drive more than 2,000 miles to Costa Rica to attend a seminar sponsored by the so-called "University of Peace". Costa Ricans could have phoned them and told them what the "University of Peace" really is, namely, the ex-Boss, Fidel Castro, Corazon Carazo, the biggest liar and betrayer of Costa Rica.

**Guest Column**

Rica since the country's Revolution of 1948 Carazo sold his name and the name of his country to the Soviets and the Cubans during the Sandinista Revolution. While denying any participation in guerrilla activities, Carazo supported Sandinista military camps in northern Costa Rica, where Sandinistas were trained to fight the invader. Carazo's actions violated the principle of non-intervention in the internal affairs of other countries.

Furthermore, Frank Lopez, guest column, always smiling like his comrade Jimmy Carter, Carazo directed the reassignment of arms from the Soviet Union and Cuba destined to supply the Sandinistas. In this cowardly action, many arms ended up in the hands of the Sandinistas. This support was $900 million for 200,000 weapons which still want to destabilize the country. And what a coincidence that more than 95 percent of the arms that the Sandinistas have since involved the use of these arms. This heroic contribution by the former president showed how Carazo is a creature of the oligarchy of the party of course) whenever the boss, Fidel Castro, decides to fly to Costa Rica for a weekend.

**Editorial Board**

Bobbie Bender, President 
Mark Van Horn, Business Manager 
Sarah Hamilton, News Editor 
Linda White, Features Editor 
Paula Miranda, Viewpoint Editor 
Mary Healy, Photo Editor

**Department Managers**

Bob Vonderheide, Director of Business Management 
Dave Tacie, Director of Advertising 
Karen Grogan, Director of News Services 
Dave Stephenitch, Director of Systems Management 
Sarah Hamilton, Director of Marketing 
Dan McCullough, Director of Student Activities

**Student newspaper**

"We are active agents in Notre Dame's destiny. The hour of Notre Dame's past, present, and future is now, is something that of its own; it is something that we deliberately shape." When did Carazo "create" the Sandinistas? Who are my parents? When was the last time that your parents have been polled before. Notre Dame declares policy? When was the last time that parents or students, or faculty, for that matter, have brought about a policy change?

In my parents' eyes, we are Notre Dame and we would want any more money than the ten thousand dollars a year that my and other parents are already paying this institution. If parents are unable or have chosen not to put their children through college, they would also almost surely be opposed to donating money for that college's "improvement." Let us not think that because students are parents are able to make some sort of contribution to Notre Dame. Where does this money go? When is it supposed to be used? How is it reasonable to donate money to a university with a so-called financial aid program and no academic scholarships? Are the University's programs run in its edifices or in its students and faculty? The letter claims that the University's educational vision is one in "values leading to meaning in facts." In my mind, the University of Notre Dame has become the face of finite, financial solidarity: a university that has a large enrollment is a university that stays in business. One would think that Notre Dame would begin to become aware of the values that accompany this fact; instead of using the interest drawn from its investments for the betterment of Notre Dame, however, the University continues to cater to the financial interest. Like Ahab in "Moby Dick," there is a time at which one remembers the real purpose of the University, namely, whether it be collecting whale oil or donuts.

The most hypocritical element of the letter my parents received is the idea found in the solicitation for the former president, Rodrigo Carazo's history of treachery in Costa Rica. It is sad to read that Father Malloy and Pro-Fonda were able to drive more than 2,000 miles to Costa Rica to attend a seminar sponsored by the so-called "University of Peace". Costa Ricans could have phoned them and told them what the "University of Peace" really is, namely, the ex-Boss, Fidel Castro, Corazon Carazo, the biggest liar and betrayer of Costa Rica.
The hits and misses of 1984

Vic Sciumi

Best albums

1. Reckoning R.E.M.
   This year R.E.M.'s Murmur was one of the most critically praised LPs of the year. Less than a year's time, Reckoning is one of the best LPs released by an American band in years. The band, having taken time to rework their songs, is now more polished and tighter. The sound is balanced, with folk and rock elements, and the songs are well-crafted. The album earned its four stars.

2. Heartbeat City The Cars
   The Cars' creativity pendulum swung back toward center on this, their fifth album. The band strikes a ground somewhere between the excellent, synth-filled Panorama and the unstructured pop of Make It Up. On first listening it appears the band has retreated from its tightly arranged sound.

   Producer Mutt Lange (of Foreigner fame) took the band's sound and molded it to fit to AOR station formats; guitars still place synths might have been. By no means, though, did the band abandon their electronic sound. In fact, all the drumming was programmed. The result is a balance in styles. Yes, there is a nice balance to the songs: from the band's romp through the goody "You Might Think" to the hypnotic electro-ballad "Drive." The Cars' creativity pendulum swung back toward center on this, their fifth album. The band strikes a ground somewhere between the excellent, synth-filled Panorama and the unstructured pop of Make It Up. On first listening it appears the band has retreated from its tightly arranged sound.

3. Purple Rain Prince and the Revolution
   One of the most autobiographical LPs of the year, it served as the site of those of his band Fleetwood Mac. Prince wrote all the songs, from the bluesy "Girls Just Want to Have Fun" to the hard-rocking "Money Changes Everything" and the ballad "Time After Time." MTV had a lot to do with her success, but her voice deserves credit too. And you have to admire her guts.

4. Drive The Cars
   This song still sounds good to me, three million times later. Ric Ocasek made a great decision in letting Ben Orr handle the vocal chores on this one. Orr's smoother approach is what the song calls for. The foray of "Drive" into adult contemporary radio was a first for the band.

5. "Don't Go Back to Rockville" R.E.M.
   More magic from the band of the year; this one has a decidedly melancholic country sound to it.

6. Magic The Cars
   The Cars' creativity pendulum swung back toward center on this, their fifth album. The band strikes a ground somewhere between the excellent, synth-filled Panorama and the unstructured pop of Make It Up. On first listening it appears the band has retreated from its tightly arranged sound.

7. Go Insane Don Henley
   There are few songs that I liked instantly and this was one. Henley draws up striking images in his wistful look at summer past. The guitar here is pretty too. Boys is as good as any of the Eagles best.

8. Steeltown Big Country
   Big Country broke out like gangsters last year with The Crossing, a tribute to their Celtic origins. Steeltown lacks the killer cut that made their first LP so popular, but holds its own with consistent performances throughout. Through the darkness of the lyrics shines a ray of hope.

9. Go Insane Lindsey Buckingham
   Fleetwood Mac guitarist Lindsey Buckingham has made a solo career writing songs that are just the opposite of those of his band Fleetwood Mac. Quickly, unsold, sparsely produced gems. Through playing all the instruments on the album, Go Insane provides a catharsis for the little demons inside Buckingham.

10. Big Bam Boom Hall & Oates
    "Dance On Your Knees," the LP's opening track explains the title perfectly. The dance band's 12th LP is dominated with a heavier drum sound accompanying very danceable tracks. "Method of Modern Love" is a backtrack to the band's R&B roots but "Out of Touch" is much like "I Can't Go For That" of a few years ago. Fans may be disappointed by the lack of songs like Hall & Oates' "One on One" but the duo seems to have latched onto a major success writing danceable pop tunes and probably will continue with it a little while longer.

The bombs

Steve Perry — Everything (Ollie & Jerry)
   — Please wake me up when the breakthrough nightmare ends.

Laura Branigan — Real singers like Donna Summer can belt out tunes getting macabre better than anything she's ever done. Worse than Chinese warfare.

Twisted Sister and Motley Crue — Heavy metal needed another gimmick and transvestism was the answer.

Madonna — What every young girl shouldn't aspire to.

Nena — Someone should have told her Blondie clones aren't in anymore.

Dennis DeYoung — Dennis, I think I hear your mother calling.

Julie Iglesias & Willie Nelson — Mama don't let your babies grow up to sing songs with aspiring Latin singers.

The Jacksons — One family reunion I could have done without.
rating the year's music

Tim Adams
features staff writer

Records

The year in music 1984 saw the continuation of multi-platinum successes, a rise in the popularity of black music, more heavy metal, and a peak in the interaction between the movie industry and music. Standing above all competition was Prince, whose Purple Rain has been atop the album charts for half a year now. Michael Jackson and his brothers toured the country, netting tons of bucks for charity, but still hurting some of Michael's truest fans who couldn't afford the tickets, priced at $30 and up. Bruce Springsteen re-established himself as the most popular white performer around with his most successful LP to date, Born in the U.S.A.

Best albums

1. Born in the U.S.A.
   Bruce Springsteen
   The Boss made 1984's strongest and most consistent effort, an album of both a patriotic and skeptical nature. Musically, the E Street Band is in top form, and so is Springsteen's writing.

2. Let It Be
   The Replacements
   The Replacements have in themselves the ability to be a very popular band. They're funny, meaningful, sometimes loud, sometimes soft, and always unpredictable. These guys are a joy to hear.

3. Purple Rain
   Prince and the Revolution
   What can I say? This album is Prince's best. You can dance to it, you can rock to it, and you can even synthesize when it's used this well.

4. New Sensations
   Lou Reed
   This veteran rocker really surprised me with this one. A very upbeat, happy album that celebrates the joys of everything from red joyrides to motorcycles.

5. Zen Arcade
   Husker Du
   This double LP is a literal tour de force of sonic hardcore. Zen Arcade is both a political and personal album, and it's not always nice. "Turn on the News" will scare the hell out of you with its bleak look at society.

6. Too Tough to Die
   The Replacements
   A terrific statement of purpose, the Ramones' eighth studio effort welcomes new drummer Richie Ramone with a bang. They expand their repertoire with some political songs and two hardcore numbers sung very convincingly by Dee Dee, but they do their usual stuff, too.

7. Reckoning
   R.E.M.
   The most popular underground band in the country released a solid follow-up to Murmur. Good American rock with a touch of folk and country.

8. All Over the Place
   The Bangles
   These four Los Angeles women really rock with the best. A tough record, in a sense, but the group never compromises itself. Their sound is one from the past, yet it sounds great today.

9. Double Nickels on the Dime
   The Replacements
   Another double LP from the label that brought you Husker Du. These 45 songs cover all sorts of things, from tension to Michael Jackson to the roar of the masses. A little something for everyone.

10. 1984
    Van Halen
    Yes, I know Van Halen is one of the most obvious groups around. But unlike, say, Motley Crue, their obsessions is all in fun. 1984 was a great party record, especially songs like "Panama" and "Hot for Teacher."

The bombs

Worst albums

- Chicago 17 - Chicago
- Seven and the Ragged Tiger - Duran Duran
- Two Steps from the Move - Hall & Oates
- Victory - The Jacksons
- Nuclear Furniture - Jefferson Starship
- Shoot at the Devil - Motley Crue
- Street Talk - Stevie Ray
- Condition Critical - Quiet Riot
- Love at First Sting - The Scorpions
- In S.D. - "Ward" Al.Handrose

Worst singles

- "Stay the Night" - Chicago
- "Desert Moon" - Dennis DeYoung
- "The Reflex" - Duran Duran
- "Wild Boys" - Duran Duran
- "Runner" - Manfred Mann
- "Looks That Kill" - Motley Crue
- "Almost Paradise" - Mike Reno and Ann Wilson
- "Modern Day Delilah" - Van Stephenson
- "Doctor! Doctor!" - Thompson Twins
- "All I Need" - Jack Wagner

Best singles

1. "Dancing in the Dark"
   Bruce Springsteen
   Definitely the single of the summer, as far as I'm concerned. Very catchy and danceable. Bruce's singing is just great here. This song never lost a bit of appeal since it was released, and that says something.

2. "Eight Miles High"
   Husker Du
   This song was not on Zen Arcade, though it was a very good preview to that album. This song is an extremelyamped-up, raved-up hardcore version of the Byrd's classic tune. If you can find it, turn it up.

3. "Breakin' - There's No Stoppin' Us"
   Ollie & Jerry
   The best song having to do with breakdancing ever released. Ollie & Jerry utilize electronic drums, synthesizers, and other percussion in a way that no one else has the brains to. This song was also a meaningful statement for all the breakers this past summer.

4. "Born in the U.S.A."
   Bruce Springsteen
   Though this serves better as an album cut than single, it still sounds great on the radio. A powerful, reverberating song about the plight of a Vietnam vet and his return home.

5. "Let's Go Crazy"
   Prince and the Revolution
   This is a great party song, that means exactly what it says - go crazy. I can't recall how many people I saw reciting the monologue at the beginning. "Clearly beloved..."

6. "I Will Dare"
   The Replacements
   Though not yet a hit, this song deserves to be. It's bouncy, catchy, and extremely well-written. Listen to the lyrics. Because they're pretty funny. Pete Buck of R.E.M. guests and does a nice solo, too.

7. "When Doves Cry"
   Prince
   I would be remiss if I didn't include this year's biggest single. Offbeat, downbeat and haunting is how I would describe it. This song really beat the odds.

8. "Pride (In the Name of Love)"
   U2
   U2's tribute to Martin Luther King was the best song off of 1984's The Unforgettable Fire. A great guitar part drives this song that's pretty fun to sing along with.

9. "White Lines (Don't Do It)"
   Grandmaster Flash and Melle Mel
   Melle Mel is an extremely creative person, probably the best in rap right now. This song is a rap against cocaine use, and it creates some effective imagery. It is very hooky and could function well without lyrics, too. Don't do it!

10. "I Love You, America"
    Lou Reed
    A driving bass drum and bass guitar part help make this one of the year's more fun dance songs. This song proves you don't need synths to create a beat.
Irish continued from page 12

"Beer," I said, and DiSalvianello.

"We weren't taking good care of the bull, and I don't mean that so much in the sense of our lack of patience, although we're certainly patient with the tepito, but more as far as taking good care of the bull at appropriate times. Instead, we were shooting with people out of position. We sacrificed almost every possession during that period when the momentum swung by making poor decisions that allowed an aggressive team to capitalize."

The game started out as a nip-and-tuck affair, with the lead changing hands six times over the first nine minutes before Notre Dame scored four unanswered baskets to take a 24-17 lead. Despite shooting just 36 percent from the field in the first half, the Irish were able to lead by as many as nine points at one point on a five-point halftime edge. The Blue Devils were even poorer from the field in the first half, shooting just 32 percent, but they trailed in the game by hitting 13-12 free throws.

The second half was an entirely different story as DePaul gutted it out, bringing back the 5-8 point deficit in this shot, but cooled off at the line and let Notre Dame get back in the game.

After Manuel hit a pair of free throws with 11:46 remaining to give DePaul its biggest lead at 64-52, the Irish started to rally. First Keys, who finished with a team-high 24 points, was fouled and hit a pair of free throws. Then, following a DePaul technical, Keys cut the gap to eight with 1:05 remaining on an Irish timeout, Gavin was whistled for a flagrant foul, but Anderson missed both free throws, cutting the lead back to 82-74. Still, another key as the DePaul forward missed the front end of the one and one, Chance got the lane and hit a short jumper at the other end to pull DePaul back within 82-76.

But Anderson hit six straight free throws in the final two seconds to close the door on Notre Dame's comeback attempt.

The Blue Demons' big second half was keyed by their control of the boards, as well as by the hot shooting of Anderson. DePaul out-rebounded Notre Dame, 20-15, in the second half, as Loren Watts grabbed 11 of her 13 rebounds in the final minutes. Manue and last 20 minutes and then pulled down seven of her 13. Andraegriez five of her six offensive boards and sank seven of eight free throws in the second half to finish with a team-high 24 points. Manuel 16 points and O'Brien had 13 for DePaul.

There were several critical points in the second half where Anderm was very effective," said DiSalvianello. "We were aware that Watts had been successful on game by game, and we always knew that we needed to be a little bit more assertive, especially in the game, but we were even more successful in the game. Even though it appeared that we were evenly-matched with them, or even slightly outmatched in this game, we were very confident, and once we gained the lead, we were very happy with the game.

IRISH ITEMS

Because of poor weather conditions on Friday morning, Notre Dame had to make the trip to Chicago Saturday. The game was eventually scheduled for Tuesday, February 6th. DePaul rode the poor point 9-point game over to play the Blue Demons.

The senior co-captain is now 96 points away from becoming the first player in the program's eight-year history to reach the 1,000 point mark. Earlier this season, teammate Schoch and Bates broke the 1,000-point barrier.
Interhall hockey season underway; Zahm early surprise with 2-0 start

By DENNIS CORRIGAN

After a layoff of over a month due to finals and semester break, Interhall hockey teams skated back into action on the ACI, ice rink last week. Zahm Hall has already returned out to be this season’s early surprise.

After beating Fisher, 4-3, before break, Zahm’s record stands at 2-0, good enough for a share of the Corrigan Division lead. The Rabbit Buds were paced in their victory by Tom Zahm early surprise with 2-0 start for Fisher. After a layoff of over a month due to finals and semester break, Zahm Hall has already returned out to be this season’s early surprise.

After beating Fisher, 4-3, before break, Zahm’s record stands at 2-0, good enough for a share of the Corrigan Division lead. The Rabbit Buds were paced in their victory by Tom Zahm early surprise with 2-0 start. Zahm captain Michael Sullivan said he is excited about his team’s hot start.

"We didn’t win a game for a few years, and now we’re in first place. We’ve had great fun supporting our first two games, and the team really

happy about that. We’ll be there at playoff time,” he said.

Corrigan Division co-leader Stanford returned to play Tuesday night and shut out Carroll, 4-0. Once again Stanford got great net tending from John Lucy in his recorded second shutout in as many games. In addition, Eric Melker scored a 2-0 lead to top the offense, and Mike Huberty completed the scoring. Before break, Stanford had beaten Fisher, 3-0, as Melkeron, Pat Collins, and Paul McCallum scored single tallies.

In the only other Corrigan Division game, Pangborn scored past Sorn by a 6-2 margin in the debut outings for both clubs last Monday night. Bill Doyle and Paul Schopflochter paced Pangborn with two goals apiece. Goaltender Dave Long also turned in a solid performance.

Monday night in the Krause Division saw division leader Dillon blank Sorin by a 6-2 margin in the debut outings for both clubs last Monday night. Bill Doyle and Paul Schopflochter paced Pangborn with two goals apiece. Goaltender Dave Long also turned in a solid performance.

Monday night in the Krause Division saw division leader Dillon blank Sorin by a 6-2 margin in the debut outings for both clubs last Monday night. Bill Doyle and Paul Schopflochter paced Pangborn with two goals apiece. Goaltender Dave Long also turned in a solid performance.

Monday night in the Krause Division saw division leader Dillon blank Sorin by a 6-2 margin in the debut outings for both clubs last Monday night. Bill Doyle and Paul Schopflochter paced Pangborn with two goals apiece. Goaltender Dave Long also turned in a solid performance.
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Monday night in the Krause Division saw division leader Dillon blank Sorin by a 6-2 margin in the debut outings for both clubs last Monday night. Bill Doyle and Paul Schopflochter paced Pangborn with two goals apiece. Goaltender Dave Long also turned in a solid performance.

Monday night in the Krause Division saw division leader Dillon blank Sorin by a 6-2 margin in the debut outings for both clubs last Monday night. Bill Doyle and Paul Schopflochter paced Pangborn with two goals apiece. Goaltender Dave Long also turned in a solid performance.

Monday night in the Krause Division saw division leader Dillon blank Sorin by a 6-2 margin in the debut outings for both clubs last Monday night. Bill Doyle and Paul Schopflochter paced Pangborn with two goals apiece. Goaltender Dave Long also turned in a solid performance.
AFC wins Pro Bowl battle, 22-14

Associated Press

HONOLULU -- Art Still of the Kansas City Chiefs recovered Neil Lomax's fourth-quarter fumble 83 yards for a touchdown to give the American Football Conference all Stars a 22-14 win over the NFC Sunday. The Pro Bowl was halted by two record-breaking defenses.

Still's winning play was a fitting climax to a game in which the two teams combined for a Pro Bowl record 97 tackles, led by Mark Gastineau of the New York Jets, who was named the game's Most Valuable Player. The AFC's first score came on a safety and its second after a partially blocked punt.

Friars continued from page 12

substitute, but has emerged into starting roles in all the Big East games. Wright has begun to use some of his potential by ranking second on the team in rebounding, and ranks high on the team in assists.

HaroldStars and Keith Lomax have each been starters at one time during the year, but now come off the bench. Stars, a 6-4 junior guard, leads the team in assists and steals, while also scoring 6.5 points a game. Lomax, a 6-6 senior forward, posted 5.5 points a game for the Friars, and is third on the team in rebounding.

Matt Palazzi comes off the bench in every game to provide plenty of scoring. The 6-2 freshman guard averages 7.9 points a game, including a team high 28 against Holy Cross. He also shoots 90.0 percent from the free throw line.

Notre Dame assistant coach Jim Baronscouted the Friars in their 65-57 loss to Villanova, and feels that the Friars are strong in several key areas.

"Providence is a pretty good team. They have good size and really shoot the ball well from the outside," said Baro. "Well, in is a very good player and Knight is effective around the basket. Palazzi is a good shooter as their first substitute."

Providence should be a stronger opponent than it appears to be on paper. Although the Friars are playing a 5'10" clip, their losses include some tough conference teams, plus defeats at the hands of Dayton and Marquette. The Friars are capable of pulling off an upset, as they did in their first contest of the season, beating Virginia, 75-71.

AIS

You wrap or we Wrap

3617 Mishawaka Ave
Mishawaka at Logan

We ship Exclusively

UPS

282-2556

Box Score

Yesterday's Results

DePaul 72, Notre Dame 64

Notre Dame (64)
18 1-3 32 3-8 38 3-11 43 2-6 0-0 5 6

DePaul (72)
28 2-6 40 3-10 50 3-10 57 3-6 18 1-3 2-6 25 6
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES BOARD
体育

Maryland capitalizes on Irish inaccuracy, 77-65

Notre Dame falls to 9-5 as Terrapins romp on strength of game-high 18 from Len Bias

By MIKE SULLIVAN
Sports Editor

COLLEGE PARK, Md. — If you thought it was cold in South Bend going into this weekend, you should have been in Cole Field House on Saturday. Despite the heat emanating from the 14,500 vocal spectators, a shot of former Ohio University star Mike Sullivan described the two halves of yesterday’s game as “two completely different games.” And, while the Irish won that first “game,” 30-25, they lost the second one, 47-34, to wind up on the wrong end of a 72-64 decision in DePaul’s Alumni Hall.

Notre Dame appeared sluggish and tentative much of the afternoon, apparently feeling the effects of an 18-foot jumper by Sally Anderson, but Mary Beth Schueth hit a short jumper to cut the Terp lead to five. Suddenly, though, the game was theirs, as DePaul quickly outscored the Irish 11-0 to take a 39-24 lead into the final five minutes of the half to turn the close game into a rout. In less than three minutes, the Irish lead turned into a 23-11 lead. Only the unexpected offensive contribution of Barry Spencer kept Notre Dame within striking distance.

The senior forward scored five points and pulled down three rebounds in the final five minutes of the half to cut the score to 20-18 at the intermission. Considering that the Irish average only 10.4 rebounds per game and were outrebounded by the Terps 20-11 in the first half, it was a wonder the score was as close as it was.

Spencer’s play earned him a spot in the lineup to start the second half. He was joined by Rivers, Royal, Barlow and Joseph Price. The quicker lineup began to pay dividends as the Irish began cutting into the Maryland lead. When Barlow hit a 20-foot jumper from the right side at the 14:55 mark, they found themselves within six, 37-31. The Terps and Barlow traded baskets for the next few minutes, but a missed layup and a turnover kept Notre Dame from getting any closer.

Suddenly, though, the game was over. The Irish went cold again and Maryland began hitting their shots. Within six and a half minutes, the Terps had built up a 20-point lead, 60-40. Six late points by Voce helped cut the lead to 12 by the end of the second half. It was an easy victory for Maryland over the Irish.

"Some days everybody is just cold," DePaul’s Pat Kennedy said of his squad as they huddled after the game. "Some days you don’t see foul shots going in. Once you start missing like we did, you lose confidence. And we didn’t see IRISH, page 8"

In the second half, Notre Dame was shooting, though David Rivers had his poorest day of his high school career as he missed all 11 of his 13 shots. Donald Royal played well off the bench, but his 2-of-10 shooting would not win him any awards.

All told, Notre Dame missed 47 shots (26-of-75, 35.6 percent), thanks in a Maryland defense, that despite nine blocked shots, was very unimpressive. The Terps had no problem getting high-percentage shots. They just could not make them. Of the team’s 71 shots, over 40 were from five feet or closer. On a day when they turned the ball over just eight times (a season low) and played their hosts even on the boards, the cold shooting was the difference.

"We just played a bad game," said Dolan, who missed his only shot. "Some days everybody is just cold, and today was one of those days." The Terps did not make things any easier for Notre Dame as they took advantage of the missed shots to get their transition game going. After the Irish took their short lived lead, Maryland picked up the tempo by creating some fastbreak opportunities.

Point guard Keith Gatlin started the Terp rally off with a driving layup up the middle. He then pumped in four points from downtown, finishing 1-1 from the floor and drawing “We want Maryland” from the Terrapin fans in Cole Field House on Saturday.

Just like most of his teammates, he was in the starting five for the first time in the year, but then began a second-half DePaul rally deals ND women’s first conference defeat

By LARRY BURKE
Sports Writer

CHICAGO — Notre Dame women’s basketball coach Mary Disbalski described the two halves of yesterday’s game as “two completely different games.” And, while the Irish won that first “game,” 30-25, they lost the second one, 47-34, to wind up on the wrong end of a 72-64 decision in DePaul’s Alumni Hall.

Notre Dame appeared sluggish and tentative much of the afternoon, apparently feeling the effects of an 18-foot jumper by Sally Anderson, but Mary Beth Schueth hit a short jumper to cut the Terp lead to five. Suddenly, though, the game was theirs, as DePaul quickly outscored the Irish 11-0 to take a 39-24 lead into the final five minutes of the half to turn the close game into a rout. In less than three minutes, the Irish lead turned into a 23-11 lead. Only the unexpected offensive contribution of Barry Spencer kept Notre Dame within striking distance.

The senior forward scored five points and pulled down three rebounds in the final five minutes of the half to cut the score to 20-18 at the intermission. Considering that the Irish average only 10.4 rebounds per game and were outrebounded by the Terps 20-11 in the first half, it was a wonder the score was as close as it was.

Spencer’s play earned him a spot in the lineup to start the second half. He was joined by Rivers, Royal, Barlow and Joseph Price. The quicker lineup began to pay dividends as the Irish began cutting into the Maryland lead. When Barlow hit a 20-foot jumper from the right side at the 14:55 mark, they found themselves within six, 37-31. The Terps and Barlow traded baskets for the next few minutes, but a missed layup and a turnover kept Notre Dame from getting any closer.

Suddenly, though, the game was over. The Irish went cold again and Maryland began hitting their shots. Within six and a half minutes, the Terps had built up a 20-point lead, 60-40. Six late points by Voce helped cut the lead to 12 by the end of the second half. It was an easy victory for Maryland over the Irish.

"Some days everybody is just cold," DePaul’s Pat Kennedy said of his squad as they huddled after the game. "Some days you don’t see foul shots going in. Once you start missing like we did, you lose confidence. And we didn’t see IRISH, page 8"

In the second half, Notre Dame was shooting, though David Rivers had his poorest day of his high school career as he missed all 11 of his 13 shots. Donald Royal played well off the bench, but his 2-of-10 shooting would not win him any awards.

All told, Notre Dame missed 47 shots (26-of-75, 35.6 percent), thanks in a Maryland defense, that despite nine blocked shots, was very unimpressive. The Terps had no problem getting high-percentage shots. They just could not make them. Of the team’s 71 shots, over 40 were from five feet or closer. On a day when they turned the ball over just eight times (a season low) and played their hosts even on the boards, the cold shooting was the difference.

"We just played a bad game," said Dolan, who missed his only shot. "Some days everybody is just cold, and today was one of those days." The Terps did not make things any easier for Notre Dame as they took advantage of the missed shots to get their transition game going. After the Irish took their short lived lead, Maryland picked up the tempo by creating some fastbreak opportunities.

Point guard Keith Gatlin started the Terp rally off with a driving layup up the middle. He then pumped in four points from downtown, finishing 1-1 from the floor and drawing “We want Maryland” from the Terrapin fans in Cole Field House on Saturday.

Just like most of his teammates, he was in the starting five for the first time in the year, but then began a